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Be x Dennis, 	 11/14196 

This is hasty aoknouledgement of cua thanks for your letter of the 11th and 

the returned La Fontaine ns. that I'll not bo able to _ook at until clean up a 

mess made by the unman uhu is retyping the Prouty ma. She has not returned half of 

a chapter in either ro141 draft or retyped and she licv; retyped more than she 

returned rough draft for. Ordinarily her typing is fine but this time it isn't. 

She'd been in the hospital for ct day. She told no that anesthaesia knocks her 

ut for liday or two. Soetbing surly did! il.nd if I recall co7rectly she told mg-

plata ?relied this! 

I'll write again in a day or so. Tomorrow I'm tied up. 

I try to got disk to Dal aeuirk in Auckind, NZ. 

He mles Nicrosoft word Versoon 6.0.) 

Fortunately I've a copy of the rough draft. 
ge■ 

I've uasted all t a copies i Rude to now but this is north all that time, trouble 

and cost! 
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Saint use 
100 Saint Anseim Drive. Manchester, New Hampshire 03102-1310 

(603) 641-7000 

November 11, 1996 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

Hope all is well. 

I am sending a package today containing the corrected version of the LaFontaine manuscript which I 
completed over the weekend. Also, I will enclose a couple diskettes with copies of the book on them. 
After you have had a chance to look it over, you can let me know to whom I should send diskettes. I 
assume that Wrone, Ginnochio, and Neichter would like to get it. Let me know who else. 

I tried to electronically scan the documents that are included in the book. They sample we attempted 
scanned without problem, but the resulting electronic file of the image takes up too much space on a 
diskette to make it a practical way to distribute. While we can fit far more than a book length document 
on one of those tiny disks, we could only fit about three pages of images of documents on a diskette. As a 
consequence, it seems to make more sense to simply copy the 16 or so pages of documents and include 
them in the mailing of the disks. That is what I shall do if it is OK with you. Let me know. 

Take care and regards to Lil. 

Sincerely, 

?, s 
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